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A B S T R A C T

Recent research using magnetic resonance imaging has documented changes in the adult human brain's
grey matter structure induced by alterations in experiential demands. We review this research and relate
it to models of brain plasticity from related strands of research, such as work on animal models. This allows
us to generate recommendations and predictions for future research that may advance the understanding
of the function, sequential progression, and microstructural nature of experience-dependent changes in
regional brain volumes. Informed by recent evidence on adult age differences in structural brain plas-
ticity, we show how understanding learning-related changes in human brain structure can expand our
knowledge about adult development and aging. We hope that this review will promote research on the
mechanisms regulating experience-dependent structural plasticity of the adult human brain.
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1. Introduction

The human brain has a large degree of plasticity, the capacity to adapt to changing demands by altering its structure (Lövdén et al., 2010). Recent research using techniques for imaging the human brain in vivo, particularly magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, suggests that the brain’s macrostructure manifests experience-dependent plasticity in adulthood (Draganski et al., 2004, 2006). Although experience-dependent morphological brain changes have been investigated in animal models for a long time (Altman and Das, 1964; Greenough et al., 1973; Rosenzweig et al., 1962, 1964; Volkmar and Greenough, 1972), the discovery that such changes are detectable with MR imaging has opened up new avenues for research. In particular, structural correlates of learning can now be identified and studied in humans.

Bidirectional dynamic interactions between brain and behavior at different timescales are at the heart of cognitive lifespan development (e.g., Lindenberger et al., 2006). With the study of experience-dependent anatomical brain changes in humans, the mechanisms underlying these interactions can be examined in greater depth, thereby providing a more mechanistic basis for concepts such as cognitive reserve (Stern, 2009) or brain...
maintenance (Nyberg et al., 2012). Although microstructural brain changes at the cellular level cannot be easily probed currently, imaging of experience-dependent changes in the brain’s macrostructure offers a unique window into human learning and development.

Here we review the available evidence on experience-dependent morphological changes in the adult human brain, focusing on alterations in grey matter volume and cortical thickness. Currently, much research in this field is devoted to establishing and extending the basic phenomenon of experience-dependent structural changes. The formulation of explicit hypotheses and concomitant research about the mechanisms involved is relatively sparse. Based on theoretical considerations and empirical work from related strands of research, such as animal models, we generate predictions that may advance understanding of the function, sequential progression, and microstructural nature of volume and thickness changes. The evidence on these predictions is reviewed, and further avenues for testing specific hypotheses are delineated. Finally, we highlight the ways in which understanding experience-related changes in human brain structure will contribute to the understanding of adult development and aging, and review the evidence on adult age differences in structural brain plasticity. With our focus, we hope to extend related recent reviews (May, 2011; Thomas and Baker, in press; Zatorre et al., 2012) by providing a research agenda addressing the mechanisms that regulate changes in experience-dependent structural plasticity of the human brain.

2. Structural brain plasticity in adult learning

2.1. Experience-dependent changes in regional grey matter volume and cortical thickness

In the early 1960s, Rosenzweig et al. (1962, 1964) were the first to apply the complex enrichment paradigm (e.g., Hebb, 1949) to study effects of experience on the brain. This paradigm is also referred to as environmental enrichment and involves housing animals (typically rats or mice) in a cage containing toys that are frequently changed. It should be noted however that the enriched condition is only enriched relative to standard cages housing these strains of animals in isolation, and not relative to what the population of animals that live in the wild experiences. Rosenzweig and colleagues reported changes in brain weight (Rosenzweig et al., 1962, 1964) and cortical thickness (Bennett et al., 1964; Rosenzweig et al., 1972) following environmental enrichment in rats (see Anderson, 2011; Markham and Greenough, 2004, for reviews). Increases between 1% and 6% in total cortical weight were observed after enrichment in weanling aged rats (Rosenzweig et al., 1972). In the occipital cortex, enrichment-related changes were typically larger, in the 6–10% range (Rosenzweig and Bennett, 1996). In adult rats, more specific interventions focusing on motor skill learning and exercise have been reported to result in a 10% increase of motor cortex thickness (Anderson et al., 2002; Diaz et al., 1994) and an almost 20% increase of regional cerebellar volumes (Black et al., 1990). However, observed changes in volume and thickness do typically not exceed 10% (Anderson, 2011). Experience-dependent changes in volume and thickness have also been observed in birds (Clayton and Krebs, 1994), with an effect size of 28%, and mice (Lerch et al., 2011), with changes in striatal and hippocampal volume of about 3–4%, in response to alterations in spatial navigation demands.

In 2004, Draganski and colleagues reported that experience-dependent morphological changes can also be observed in humans (Draganski et al., 2004). Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) was used in this study to analyze T1-weighted MR images collected before and after three months of juggling training. The training affected grey matter macrostructure in mid-temporal cortical areas and in left posterior intra-parietal sulcus. The study was seminal because it followed the same individuals over time in a longitudinal design. Previous studies had been cross-sectional, comparing the brains’ of different individuals that have distinct past experiences (Amunts et al., 1997; Gaser and Schlaug, 2003; Maguire et al., 2000; Schlag et al., 1995). Using a cross-sectional design it is impossible to determine whether observed structural differences are due to selection on the basis of genetic predispositions or to specific experiences. Pretest–posttest longitudinal studies are superior in this regard. Published studies of the latter kind that report analyses of T1-weighted MR images, including their main methods and results, are listed in Inline Supplementary Table S1.

Inline Supplementary Table S1 can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neubiorev.2013.02.014.

An impressive number (33) of studies investigating experience-dependent macrostructural changes in human grey matter have accumulated in recent years. However, several of these studies suffer from serious flaws (see also Thomas and Baker, in press, for a review of some of these limitations). For example, many studies are using very liberal corrections of the alpha level (threshold for significance) for the multiple test problem in the mass univariate statistics approach that is a part of several techniques to automatically analyze grey matter structure (see e.g., Colom et al., 2012 and Kwok et al., 2011, using an uncorrected alpha level of .005 as threshold). In the absence of strong regional predictions or replication, such results are difficult to trust. Even more problematic than this, however, is the widespread practice of reporting effects without comparing results to those of a control group (of the studies in Inline Supplementary Table S1, the following used this procedure: Driemeyer et al., 2008; Granert et al., 2011; Gryza et al., 2012; Hamzei et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2010; Kwok et al., 2011; Landi et al., 2011; Langer et al., 2012; Stein et al., 2010; Teutsch et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2009). These studies are difficult to interpret, because an unknown number of issues related to scanner stability over time and to confounding physiological effects such as hydration status (Dunng et al., 2005; Kempton et al., 2009) can compromise measurement stability. In addition to controlling for these confounds, effects of physiological maturation and senescence must be controlled in interventions that last longer than a few days or weeks. Thus, it is only group by time interactions and net effects (changes in experimental group minus changes in control group) that can be safely interpreted. Note also that, for appropriate control of scanner drifts or other time-related effects, data for experimental and control groups must be collected close in time.

Surprisingly, some studies including control groups did not perform direct group by time analyses, but rather performed separate tests for time effects in the two groups (Woollett and Maguire, 2011), which is inappropriate (see Nieuwenhuis et al., 2011, for review), or did not clearly describe and report the results of interaction analyses (Draganski et al., 2004, 2006). At least one study (Cecarelli et al., 2009) also seems to have collected data for experimental and control groups at different time points. In addition, several studies performed group by time analyses only as secondary analyses (applying more liberal significance thresholds) after regions-of-interests (ROIs) had been identified in whole-brain analyses for time effects in the experimental group (such studies include Bezzola et al., 2011; Hözel et al., 2011; Jig et al., 2008; Scholz et al., 2009; Taubert et al., 2010; Wenger et al., 2012). Such a non-independent selection procedure biases results toward finding a group by time effect and should be avoided (see Kriegeskorte et al., 2005, for a review of this issue). Nevertheless, a few of the studies that suffer from some of these methodological weaknesses have reported a predicted regional specificity of
effects (e.g., Granert et al., 2011; Landi et al., 2011; Langer et al., 2012), which makes these results difficult to dismiss. However, other reports are more questionable, such as for example papers reporting experience-dependent changes in one direction (e.g., increases) in superior regions of the brain and changes of the other direction (e.g., decreases) in inferior regions (see e.g., Taubert et al., 2010, for an example). Such results could stem from time-related changes in the positioning of subjects in the magnet. That is, positioning changes within the barrel-shaped gradient distortions are likely to affect the superior and inferior parts of the brain in different directions (Caramanos et al., 2010; Jovicich et al., 2006). Clearly, future research must apply appropriate statistical analysis and use a control-group design, with groups measured close in time and handled identically during measurement.

Beyond design and statistical analyses, another weakness in this field is the heavy reliance on VBM to estimate structural changes in regional grey matter. VBM has several advantages and has been instrumental in research on experience-dependent structural brain change. However, it also has important weaknesses (for details on some of these limitations, see Bookstein, 2001; Davatzikos, 2004; Thomas and Baker, in press) and has proven highly sensitive to relatively small changes in the preprocessing pipeline (for a demonstration of this, see Senjem et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2009). Most importantly, the key measure of VBM, the probability of each voxel in an image being grey matter, is not logically straightforward to relate to the macrostructure of the biological brain. For example, we do not know how the “probability of a voxel being grey matter” fit among traditional measures of the brain’s morphology, such as cortical thickness, volume, and density of specific neural tissue within a given volume. Also when the images are modulated, that is, when the required normalization is encoded into the voxels, so that each voxel represents a mix of volume and grey matter probability (the Jacobian voxel compression map multiplied by grey matter probability), the interpretation in terms of the biological brain is unclear. Other techniques to assess changes on T1-weighted MR images, such as manual segmentation (Lövdén et al., 2012), automatic techniques to measure regional brain volume (with e.g., tools such as FreeSurfer or FSL-FIRST; Erickson et al., 2011; Mårtensson et al., 2012), and automatic outlining of cortical thickness (with e.g., tools such as CIVIC and FreeSurfer; Engvig et al., 2010; Haier et al., 2009; Langer et al., 2012; Mårtensson et al., 2012; Wenger et al., 2012) are superior in this regard. For example, cortical thickness measures map onto known thickness of the brain in a valid manner (Fischl and Dale, 2000). In contrast, VBM may produce a measure that reflects a mixture of morphological changes, including density, cortical surface area, cortical folding, and cortical thickness (e.g., Hutton et al., 2009). In addition to this uncertainty about the relationship between the measures of VBM and the brain, there is also widespread confusion in the literature regarding what VBM measures on the images per se. This becomes apparent when inspecting the labels that occupy the Y-axis in reports of experience-dependent grey matter changes. These include grey matter density (e.g., Driemeyer et al., 2008), grey matter concentration (e.g., Hölzel et al., 2011), grey matter intensity (e.g., Woollett and Maguire, 2011), grey matter signal intensity (e.g., Hamzei et al., 2012), grey matter volume (e.g., Takeuchi et al., 2011), and percentage signal change (with the denominator often unknown; e.g., Boyke et al., 2008). The units for these labels are typically not spelled out, but sometimes “percentage” (of what is often unclear; that is, the axis actually has no unit; e.g., Ilg et al., 2008) or “arbitrary units” (e.g., Driemeyer et al., 2008) are reported as units. Such uncertainty about labels and units of measurement is clearly unsatisfactory for a field. In sum, VBM clearly detects changes in images in a highly sensitive way and results may replicate across studies and samples (e.g., May and Gaser, 2012). VBM will therefore continue to be an important technique in this field, but because interpretations of observed effects are difficult, VBM must be complemented with other techniques.

In summary, methodological limitations plague some of the reported studies of experience-dependent structural brain plasticity. However, several studies are difficult to dismiss based on such concerns. For example, Erickson et al. (2011) report a solid study in which 120 older individuals were randomly assigned into an aerobic exercise group (n = 60) or to a stretching control group (n = 60). Participants completed the exercises three days a week. Hippocampal volume was automatically segmented on T1-weighted structural MR images collected before the intervention, six months into the intervention, and after a total of 12 months of intervention. The group by time interaction reached significance, such that aerobic exercise resulted in increased hippocampal volume of roughly 2% over the 12-month period, whereas the control group displayed decrements of roughly 1.4% over the same period (see Fig. 1A and B). The observed decrements for the control group are in the range of normal age-related hippocampal shrinkage (Raz et al., 2005).

Reports of experience-dependent structural brain changes are not restricted to physical exercise and subcortical structures. Mårtensson et al. (2012) studied cortical thickness and hippocampal volumes of military conscript interpreters before and after three months of intense language studies. Relative to university student controls, interpreters showed selective increases in hippocampal volume (Fig. 1C), and in cortical thickness of the left middle frontal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus (Fig. 1D). Though the design is quasi-experimental and the threshold for significance in the whole brain analyses was liberal (.001, uncorrected), the findings that the peak cortical thickness increases for interpreters occurred in predicted regions known to be involved in language processes (for reviews, see Davis and Gaskell, 2009; Demonet et al., 2005; Price, 2010) makes it likely that the observed morphological changes are related to language acquisition. In addition, meaningful brain–behavior relations were observed within the group of interpreters, as several of these anatomical changes correlated with behavioral variables linked to language acquisition.

Overall, looking at the studies with acceptable quality that provide information on effect sizes, reported net effects of experience on hippocampal volume are in the 2–4% range (Erickson et al., 2011; Lövdén et al., 2012; Mårtensson et al., 2012). Cortical effects fall within the same range (2–5%; Engvig et al., 2010; Mårtensson et al., 2012; Takeuchi et al., 2011). Though the magnitude of these effects sizes should be interpreted with caution, because only significant effects are considered, the upper limit of these effects indicate that experience-dependent effects on grey matter are likely to be relatively small.

2.2. Microstructural changes underlying changes in regional grey matter volume and cortical thickness

Soon after Rosenzweig and colleagues discovered the effects of enrichment on cortical thickness in rodents, questions arose regarding the microstructural changes that account for these effects. Research into the cellular effects of environmental enrichment and other more specific forms of learning therefore took off (Anderson, 2011; Markham and Greenough, 2004). It was discovered that environmental enrichment led to increases in dendritic length and branching in the visual cortex of rats (Green et al., 1983; Volkmar and Greenough, 1972). Changes in dendritic length and branching following enrichment extend across several brain regions, including hippocampus (Juraska et al., 1989), frontal cortex (Greenough et al., 1973), and temporal cortex (Greenough et al., 1973), and have also been observed in non-human primates (Kozorovitskiy et al., 2005). Because density of synapses can vary
Independently of dendritic length, changes in dendritic structure do not automatically translate into an increased number of synapses (Anderson, 2011; Kolb et al., 2008). However, a large body of literature has shown that environmental enrichment can also increase the number of synapses and dendritic spines per neuron in adult animals (Briones et al., 2004; Jones et al., 1997; Kozorovitskiy et al., 2005). Specific forms of training, such as motor and spatial learning, have been reported to result in similar effects on dendritic branching and synapse numbers (Black et al., 1990; Kleim et al., 1998; Kolb et al., 2008; Moser et al., 1994; Withers and Greenough, 1989). Note, however, that more recent studies using in vivo two-photon microscopy in mice, rather than static staining techniques such as the Golgi method, have shown that the large-scale organization of dendrites is relatively stable and that experience-dependent effects are restricted to alterations in synaptic connectivity as observed in growth and elimination of dendritic spines and axonal boutons (Fu and Zuo, 2011; Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009).

Experience-dependent synaptic plasticity, and other forms of microstructural brain plasticity, can obviously occur without changes in total regional volume, but when volume changes do occur, is it likely that synaptogenesis is the cause of volume changes? Few studies have addressed this issue, but a recent study by Lerch et al. (2011) provided a link between macrostructural changes, observed with high-resolution MR images, and microstructural changes. Mice training for five days in a cued version of the Morris water maze displayed volume growth in striatum, whereas mice training on a spatial variant of the maze displayed hippocampal growth. Immunohistochemistry revealed that GAP-43 staining, an indicator of changes in presynaptic morphology and probably also postsynaptic remodeling, correlated with volume changes. By contrast, markers of neuron and astrocyte numbers or sizes did not show such a link. Thus, synaptic remodeling remains a likely candidate of experience-dependent volume changes, but it seems highly unlikely that such small changes alone are sufficient to result in volume increases (Johansen-Berg et al., 2012). However, addition of synapses and changes in dendritic structure following enrichment and skill acquisition might be accompanied by both growth of capillaries and glia (Anderson et al., 1994; Black et al., 1990), perhaps to support increased energy demand of the new synapses. Total increase in tissue volume may thus reflect the combined increase of these related factors. A similar coupling has been observed between experience-dependent adult neurogenesis (Kempermann, 1997, 2008; Snyder and Cameron, 2012; van Praag et al., 2000), which seems to be restricted to the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus (Bhardwaj et al., 2006), and growth of capillaries (Palmer et al., 2000). Though learning may be primarily related to synaptogenesis and dendritic branching, physical exercise may affect capillaries without increasing neural tissue (Black et al., 1990). In addition, glia may increase in a compensatory manner to balance decreases in synapses (Tata et al., 2006). Thus, experience-dependent volumetric changes cannot always be assumed to originate from changes in the number of synapses per neuron. Note also that density (e.g., number of cells or synapses per unit volume) and total regional volume are two principally independent measures that must be considered together for understanding experience-dependent structural changes (Anderson, 2011). In principle, one could observe larger volume accompanied by decrease in a particular aspect of cell tissue density, stable cell tissue density (implying growth of, for example, dendrites), or increasing cell density (implying disproportional...
growth of cell tissue). Of course, unaltered or decreased volume may also be accompanied by decreased, stable, or increased density. Various types of tissue (e.g., dendrites, synaptic spines, and capillaries) can in principle trade off in these ways. Also, the fraction of extracellular to intracellular space (typically around 15–30%; Sykova and Nicholson, 2008) may also change during, for example, development and aging, and in a short-term dynamic and activation-related manner due to swelling and shrinking of cells (e.g., astrocytes; Le Bihan, 2007; Sykova and Nicholson, 2008).

In sum, work on experience-dependent changes in animals suggests that learning-related volume alterations might be related to synaptogenesis and changes in dendritic morphology. In hippocampus, neurogenesis may also play a role. However, specific brain changes are unlikely to occur in isolation. Rather, plasticity of regional brain volume likely reflects a cascade of changes in dendritic branching, synapses, cell numbers, cell sizes, and capillaries. Also, one must consider both tissue density and volume as complementary measures when investigating changes in brain structure.

Since the early publications suggesting experience-dependent volume changes in humans (Amunts et al., 1997; Draganski et al., 2004, 2006; Maguire et al., 2000), speculations about the microstructural changes underlying these effects have filled the discussion sections of numerous papers. However, only a few empirical studies have attempted to address this issue empirically. Recognizing that volume and density provide complementary information, Lövdén et al. (2012) measured hippocampal volume on T1-weighted images and used diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI) to estimate barrier density in the grey matter of the hippocampus in younger and older men taking part in spatial navigation training. DTI measures diffusion of water molecules in tissue and has become an important technique for estimating white matter integrity, but the technique can also provide useful information about grey matter. When applied to grey matter, the primary measure of interest is mean diffusivity (i.e., the mean of diffusivity of molecules in the three estimated directions). This measure is sensitive to the hindrance of diffusion of molecules by various membranes (Beaulieu, 2002) and can therefore be considered as a measure of barrier density. It should however be noted that the technique can be limited by the relatively large voxel size needed (often around 2 mm isotropic), so that the risk for partial-volume effects has to be considered.

Lövdén et al. (2012) randomized participants into a training group that navigated in a virtual environment while walking on a normal exercise treadmill at a relatively modest and not physically demanding pace (Fig. 2A) or into a walk-time-yoked control group that walked on the treadmill without the virtual environment. A total of forty-two 50-min training sessions were administered over a period of four months. MR images were collected before (pretest), immediately after completion of training (posttest 1), and four months after the termination of training (posttest 2). Hippocampal volumes were manually traced on the T1-weighted MR images and mean diffusivity was determined for these volumes on the images obtained with DTI. Results showed a significant group by time interaction for hippocampal volume (Fig. 2B and C): Participants in navigation training displayed stable hippocampal volumes over time; whereas those in the walk-time-yoked control group showed volume decrements in the range of normal age-related decline. The effect sizes observed by Lövdén et al. (2012) resembled closely those reported by Erickson et al. (2011) for physical exercise (i.e., in the 2–4% range). Importantly, mean diffusivity in right hippocampus showed a selective decrease following spatial navigation training, indicating increased barrier density (see Fig. 2C). This decrease was not present in walkers, who rather tended to display increases in mean diffusivity, and returned to baseline four months after termination of training. In other words, navigators displayed a pattern of stable hippocampal volumes and increased barrier density (in right hippocampus), whereas walkers decreased in volume and barrier density. These findings suggest that experience-dependent effects on hippocampal volume do not stem from altered tissue fluid, but rather reflect effects on cell membranes that can act as diffusion barriers.

Using the same training paradigm, but focusing on younger men only, Lövdén et al. (2011) reported that navigation training resulted in increases in N-acetylaspartate (NAA), as measured with MRI, in the right hippocampus. These changes correlated with improvements in navigation performance. NAA is almost only available in neurons and therefore serves as a relatively specific marker of metabolic and functional aspects of neural tissue (Moffett et al., 2007). Training-related changes in NAA were absent in carriers of the Met substitution of the brain-derived-neurotrophic-factor (BDNF) gene, known to reduce activity-dependent secretion of BDNF, a neurotrophin involved in neural plasticity at several levels (Binder and Scharfman, 2004; Lu, 2003; Poo, 2001). Together with the results on hippocampal volume and barrier density (Lövdén et al., 2012), these results suggest that adult experience can affect neuronal microstructure in hippocampus, which in turn may contribute to observed effects on volume. Also, in line with much work on non-human animals, activity-dependent release of BDNF may play a mediating role in the effects of experience on brain structure in humans.

In summary, evidence on the microstructural changes behind experience-dependent changes in human brain volume is scarce. However, in line with animal work, human evidence suggests that volume changes may reflect neuronal alterations. Findings on micro-structural changes in humans are limited to the hippocampus, and it is unknown whether the results generalize to the neocortex. More evidence on this issue may come from integration of methods and paradigms in systems and molecular neuroscience (Zatorre et al., 2012), using the same paradigms and MRI measures in animals and humans, supplemented by histological measures in animals. Using complementary information from several neuroimaging techniques (Draganski et al., 2011) may also further our understanding of experience-dependent volume changes, and of brain plasticity in general.

2.3. The time course of experience-dependent volume changes

Studying the time-scale over which experience-dependent structural changes occur should help developing process models of how learning is implemented in the brain (May, 2011). Unfortunately, there is little systematic work on the time course of experience-dependent volume and thickness changes in non-human animals. In the classic enrichment paradigm, the manipulation typically lasts for at least a month and is constant (i.e., animals in enriched vs. non-enriched environments). However, enrichment for shorter time periods each day may also affect volume and thickness (Black et al., 1990; Rosenzweig et al., 1968). For example, in rats training motor skills, 30 days of 15 min learning per day increased regional volume in cerebellum (Black et al., 1990). However, much shorter periods of intervention may also result in volume changes. Lerch et al. (2011) found that five days of Morris water maze training (six trials per day) were sufficient to result in increases of regional grey matter volume in mice. Quallo et al. (2009) used VBM to analyze structural MR images collected from three adult macaque monkeys before (2 measurements), during (3 measurements), and after (1 measurement) learning to use a rake to retrieve food. Monkeys received intensive training each day over a period of 21 days. Learning-related increases were found in right superior temporal sulcus and secondary somatosensory area for two of the three monkeys. Interestingly, these changes in grey matter morphology mapped onto the learning curves; no grey
matter changes were observed in the monkey learning slowly and performing variably. Also, the increases in grey matter occurred earliest (within six days of training) in the monkey learning the fastest, and more slowly in a monkey with a flatter learning curve. Most interestingly, despite continued training, grey matter volume decreased after the monkeys’ performance reached asymptote. Post training, the volume was bigger than before training, but much smaller in magnitude than the peak effect observed before asymptotic performance was reached.

The pattern of rapid expansion followed by partial renormalization, observed by Quallo et al. (2009), may signify a general principle of neural plasticity. Learning-related cortical map expansion also emerges relatively rapidly (e.g., within a few days), but then renormalizes after further behavioral training and despite stable performance (Molina-Luna et al., 2008; Reed et al., 2011). The initial expansion is thought to increase the pool of neural pathways from which the most efficient circuit can be selected. Perceptual and motor learning per se may occur in the selected circuitry, and the selection process results in a renormalized cortical map (Reed et al., 2011). The expansion-partial renormalization hypothesis is also supported by in vivo microscopic imaging studies of dendritic spines (see Fu and Zuo, 2011; Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009, for review), indicating that a pool of new spines is generated early in learning – as early as after an hour of motor training (Xu et al., 2009; but see Kleim et al., 2004). This rapid increase of spines is followed by a slower (e.g., over several days) process of elimination of spines that existed before training, whereas new spines are selectively stabilized and remain several months after termination of training (Xu et al., 2009; see Fig. 3). The degree of spine formation is related to improvements in performance and survival of new spines is linked to maintenance of motor skill (Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009), indicating that new spines play a crucial role in learning. A similar process of expansion and selective stabilization is operating in learning-related neurogenesis (Dupret et al., 2007; Gould et al., 1999; Tronel et al., 2010). Note, however, that these various experience-dependent changes occur over very different periods, though the overall shape of their time course could be similar. For example, synaptogenesis and associated changes in dendritic spines can be formed over periods of minutes to hours, whereas neurogenesis may take days to weeks (Fu and Zuo, 2011; Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Johansen-Berg et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2008). That said, the contribution of neurogenesis to learning-related changes in volume of the dentate gyrus could be a faster process. Specifically, in contrasts to the primary effects of physical exercise on precursor cell proliferation, learning may affect the integration and survival of already more mature new neurons (Dupret et al., 2007; Fabel et al., 2009; Kempermann, 1997, 2008; Kempermann et al., 1998, 2002; Zhao et al., 2008). Addition of capillaries and astrocytes may, however, be processes that take days to weeks. In contrast, swelling of cells may be a very rapid process that occurs over seconds to minutes (Johansen-Berg et al., 2012; Le Bihan, 2007; Sykova and Nicholson, 2008). Finally, the pruning model of brain maturation is a prominent example of the pattern of expansion.

Fig. 2. Effects of spatial navigation training on hippocampal volume, mean diffusivity, and concentrations of N-Acetylaspartate (NAA; a marker of neuronal integrity). (A) Younger and older adults trained navigation in a virtual environment (VE), while walking on an exercise treadmill at a relatively modest and not physically demanding pace. Participants in a walk-time-yoked control group walked on a treadmill without the VE. A total of forty-two 50-min training sessions were administered over a period of four months. MRI was conducted before (pretest), immediately after completion of training (posttest 1), and four months after the termination of training (posttest 2). (B) Left hippocampal volumes (M; SEM; left Y-axis) and left hippocampus mean diffusivity (M; SEM; right Y-axis) as a function of time and training group. Data are collapsed over the groups of younger and older adults, who did not display significant training-related differences. (C) Right hippocampal volumes (M; SEM; left Y-axis) and right hippocampus mean diffusivity (M; SEM; right Y-axis) as a function of time and training group. Data are collapsed over the groups of younger and older adults, who did not display significant training-related differences. (D) Mean (SEM) NAA in the right hippocampus as a function of training group, BDNF genotype (Val/Val vs. Any Met), and time of assessment (pretest/posttest 1/posttest 2) in younger participants.
followed by selective stabilization that operates over very long time. This model holds that mature neural networks are formed from an initial overproduction of a pool of connections that are then modified over years of development by experience, so that some are selectively stabilized and others are eliminated (Changeux and Dehaene, 1989; Cowan et al., 1984; Luo and O’Leary, 2005; Waimey and Cheng, 2006).

In sum, work on animals suggests that volume changes may occur relatively fast and after restricted daily training periods, that is, within a few days after the start of the intervention. Both work on volume changes as well as on experience-dependent microstructural changes support a general principle of expansion followed by selective stabilization and partial renormalization of overall density and volume to baseline levels, despite continued training. The initial overshoot is thought to be helpful for learning, but learning per se is reflected in the novel structure remaining after the selective stabilization process. We refer to this collection of predictions as the expansion-partial renormalization hypothesis (cf. Reed et al., 2011).

This expansion-partial renormalization hypothesis can be portrayed as a mechanistic specification of a more general supply-demand model of plasticity (Lövdén et al., 2010). In the latter model, which appears to be implicit in several studies of experience-dependent grey matter changes, brain structure is assumed to adapt to concurrent experiences. That is, manifestations of plasticity (e.g., volume changes) are considered as continuous, but sluggish adaption of the brain to meet the demands on supply (i.e., brain structure) coming from alterations in activity. This model is more abstract and general than the mechanistic and learning-specific expansion-partial renormalization model, which is mute with respect to predicting, for example, effects of disuse (e.g., limb immobilization). That is, the supply-demand model describes the driving force behind plastic changes both in situations when demand is higher than supply (e.g., learning situations) and when demand is lower than supply (e.g., disuse situations). The model clearly predicts decreases of regional volume in task-related areas in disuse situations (Lövdén et al., 2010) and such decreases have been observed in several studies (Granert et al., 2011; Langer et al., 2012).

Relatively little is known about the time course of experience-dependent volume and thickness changes in humans. Across studies there are large variations in intensiveness and duration of the interventions (see Inline Supplementary Table S1). Cortical changes have been observed after extensive interventions, such as three months of juggling (Draganski et al., 2004), three months of intense language-study (Marttunen et al., 2012), and six months of aerobic exercise (Colcombe et al., 2006). Effects on hippocampal volumes have been observed after three months of foreign language learning (Marttunen et al., 2012), four months of training spatial navigation every other day (Lövdén et al., 2012), and 12 months of aerobic exercise training (Erickson et al., 2011). However, changes might emerge much faster than this. For example, using VBM, Kwok et al. (2011) reported morphological changes in visual cortex after as little as 2 h (spread out over three days) of learning named subcategories of universal color names. Changes in ventral striatum have been observed after 3 days of practicing (30 min each day) writing the signature with the non-dominant left hand (Hamzei et al., 2012). Also, Teutsch et al. (2008) reported increases in middle cingulate cortex after one week of daily pain stimulation sessions and Driemeyer et al. (2008) found that one week of juggling training was enough to induce grey matter changes in occipital-temporal cortex. Although these studies are consistent with animal studies documenting rapidly emerging changes in grey matter, the four studies reporting such changes all lacked a control group. Of the studies directly comparing experimental and control groups in a valid manner, Takeuchi et al. (2011) reported the fastest appearing changes in grey matter. Using VBM, the authors observed that 5 days of 4-h sessions of mental multiplication and addition training resulted in trends for decreases in grey matter in fronto-parietal areas as well as the superior temporal gyrus for the experimental group, as compared with trends for increases in a placebo control group and a no-contact control group. To aid interpretation of these results, it would have been interesting to see measures of barrier density (e.g., mean diffusivity) and cortical thickness in these areas. Of the studies reporting increases, and using appropriate design and statistical analyses, Engvig et al. (2010) demonstrated the fastest emerging changes. These authors showed that eight weeks of learning a mnemonic technique (with a 1-h class per week and 4 days of home exercises) resulted in thickening of the right insula among older adults.

Hence, evidence indicates that cortical and subcortical experience-dependent changes in humans can be observed after a few months of intervention. Several studies also suggest that such changes may emerge much faster than this (i.e., within days or weeks), but the results of these studies need replication. Other findings do indeed suggest that regional volume may change dynamically over very short time scales. For example, drug-induced (haloperidol) acute dopamine (D2) receptor blockade resulted in transient volume changes in human striatum within hours (Tost et al., 2010). In another paper, Sagi et al. (2012) reported

---

**Fig. 3.** Schematic portrayal of results from Xu et al. (2009) depicting number of dendritic spines in sensory and motor cortices (imaged in vivo) as a function of motor skill learning in adolescent mice (A) and spine survival over time and as a function whether the spines were formed during learning or preexisted (B).
that short-term (2 h) spatial learning decreased mean diffusivity of the human hippocampus, indicating increased barrier density, although no volume changes were observed. Interestingly, a parallel experiment conducted with rats also revealed decreases in hippocampal mean diffusivity following 2 h of spatial learning. In addition, histology showed increases in BDNF levels and the amount of synaptic vesicles, and demonstrated alterations in the activation of astrocytes, suggesting that the rapid changes may reflect cellular swelling or changes in the ratio between intra-cellular and extracellular volumes (Le Bihan, 2007; Sykova and Nicholson, 2008). Again, these findings emphasize that density and volume are in principle two independent measures (Anderson, 2011).

The extremely rapid, almost immediate, nature of these changes suggests that these effects are of a different nature than the effects on volume and thickness observed over months in non-human and human learning. However, it is possible that short-term effects confound estimates of long-term effects. For example, a session just before the post-training examination in the scanner may distort pretest–posttest comparisons, because no training session was conducted just before pretest. In such situations, long-term and short-term activation-dependent effects are difficult to disentangle. Clearly, more work with greater methodological sophistication needs to investigate the time-scale of experience-dependent plasticity. For example, MR measurements could be conducted before and after training at both pretest and posttest, which would allow for disentangling short and long-term effects of experience. Also, it may be necessary to attempt to standardize functional activity (e.g., keeping eyes open vs. eyes closed constant, or assign a low-level cognitive task to subjects) during measurement of structural images. Currently, the effects of activity on the contrast of T1-weighted images are unknown, and such effects may also differ across different MR sequences.

A few studies have conducted measurements during, and not only before and after, periods of interventions and training. In the study by Erickson et al. (2011), effects of physical exercise on hippocampal volume were evident after six months, and increased linearly over time (baseline, 6 months, 12 months; see Fig. 1). Studies using multiple MRI measurements during learning have also been reported (Driemeyer et al., 2008; Hamzei et al., 2012; Taubert et al., 2010; Teutsch et al., 2008). However, in these investigations, it is difficult to interpret the exact time course of changes in morphology because of non-independent selection (Kriegeskorte et al., 2009) of the Region-Of-Interest (ROI) that provide the data on the time-course. That is, a ROI has been selected from whole-brain data based on a specific time contrast (e.g., between pretest and one of the other measurements), and data from the rest of the measurements are extracted from this ROI. In such a procedure, the ROI that displays data that best fit the originally specified statistical hypothesis will be selected. The study of Driemeyer et al. (2008) nicely demonstrates how this may bias the data toward a particular time course. In one analysis, data was extracted from a ROI formed after an analysis comparing baseline with the mean of three measurements conducted during juggling training. In another analysis, data was extracted from a ROI based on a statistical comparison between baseline and the first measurement during training. The time courses in question look very different: Data from the first ROI show rapid increases and then stability during training (in line with the hypothesis used to select the ROI). Data from the second ROI display a rapid increase to the first measurement followed by partial return to baseline during the rest of the training period (again in line with the hypothesis selecting the ROI). Clearly, future studies on the time course of experience-dependent changes in brain volume must select ROIs in a methodologically sound manner. For example, ROIs could be selected based on a priori considerations about the functional architecture of the brain, or based on functional activation patterns at one point in time.

In addition to effects of learning, maintenance of experience-dependent changes in human brain morphology after termination of training has been investigated in several studies. The evidence is mixed, with studies reporting decreases (Boyke et al., 2008; Draganski et al., 2004; Driemeyer et al., 2008), continuation of increases (Draganski et al., 2006; Scholz et al., 2009), or maintenance (Lövdén et al., 2012) of structural grey matter changes after termination of various interventions such as medical studies (Draganski et al., 2006), navigation training (Lövdén et al., 2012), and juggling (Boyke et al., 2008; Draganski et al., 2004; Driemeyer et al., 2008; Scholz et al., 2009). Also, methodological issues (e.g., non-independent ROI selection, reporting of select contrasts, such as quadratic effects only, and lack of appropriate control group comparisons) cloud interpretation of several of these reports.

In summary, the time course of experience-dependent brain-volume changes in humans remains unknown. Theoretical models and animal work (Fu and Zuo, 2011; Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Molina-Luna et al., 2008; Quallo et al. 2009; Reed et al. 2011) predict that regional volumes may rapidly expand during learning and then partially renormalize, despite continued training. Future studies should examine these predictions. Such investigations may advance our understanding of the mechanisms regulating experience-dependent changes in regional brain volume (May, 2011). In such investigations, it is also important to take functional changes into consideration – an issue largely neglected so far. Specifically, in the course of learning, brain activation may decrease in some areas and increase in others (Dayan and Cohen, 2011; Kelly and Garavan, 2005), reflecting changes in how the cognitive task is processed, and such activation changes may influence the time course of learning-related changes in structural brain volume. In addition, it is important to use a variety of imaging modalities because different structural correlates of changes in experience are likely to follow different time courses.

### 2.4. Are experience-dependent volume changes related to changes in behavior?

It is tempting to think that volume and thickness changes are in some way reflecting learning. However, they could also be adaptations of the brain to changes in metabolic demands driven by novel levels of neural activity. That is, though potentially, but not necessarily, related to improvements in performance, they may not constitute the neural basis of learning per se (i.e., consolidated memory traces of past experiences). Changes of both types could be viewed as plasticity (Black et al., 1990; Lövdén et al., 2010), but in one case structural changes are assumed to be correlates of knowledge or skill, whereas in the other case they merely reflect adaptations (e.g., growth of capillaries) to changes in activity. Early animal work using the environmental enrichment paradigm addressed this issue. These studies first ruled out that changes in volume, thickness, or other structural alterations were due to confounding factors, such as changes in body size, stress, or social interaction (Grossman et al., 2002; Markham and Greenough, 2004). Reports of activity-specific regional brain changes have been convincing in this regard. For example, micro-morphological changes were found to be restricted to the “trained” hemisphere in sensory and sensorimotor paradigms, in which hemisphere-specific effects could be predicted (Grossman et al., 2002; Markham and Greenough, 2004). More recently, Lerch et al. (2011) demonstrated that mice training for five days on a cued version of the Morris water maze displayed volume growth in striatum,
known from functional studies to support cue-based learning. Mice training on a spatial variant of the maze displayed growth of hippocampus, known to support learning based on allocentric spatial processes. Thus, structural changes are activity-dependent, but this does not preempt the answer to the question of whether learning, or merely activity, is needed for these changes to occur. Black et al. (1990) addressed this issue by comparing rats trained on a motor skill–learning task with rats exercising on a treadmill. Cerebellar volume changes and increases in synapses per neuron were observed only after skill learning, whereas increases in the density of blood vessels were observed only after exercise (see also Kleim et al., 1996). In contrast, Andersson and colleagues (Andersson et al., 2002) reported that both motor skill learning and exercise caused thickness changes in motor cortex of rats. The evidence on associations between changes in volume and performance is also mixed. Correlations between structural changes and learning outcomes have been observed in recent imaging work for dendritic spines (Fu and Zuo, 2011; Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009). In contrast, Lerch et al. (2011) found that changes in striatal and hippocampal volume were unrelated to performance gains in the Morris water maze task.

Thus, it appears that changes in synaptic morphology may be related to learning, but it is unknown whether volume and thickness changes are induced by alterations in regional levels of neural activity, or whether they specifically require acquisition of skill and knowledge. However, animal work gives some hints as to which questions to ask to the data on humans. For example, if learning is a crucial component, then interventions that entail a more pronounced learning component should result in larger structural changes than interventions that result in less learning. Also, individual differences in learning success should relate to structural changes even when individual differences in the time spent on task (as a proxy of the amount of activation in the brain) have been kept constant experimentally, or controlled statistically, across individuals. In contrast, if neural activity as such, independent of learning, is the crucial factor causing volume and thickness changes, then no differences in the effects of interventions varying in learning demands should be observed. Moreover, training time should account for individual differences in the amount of structural change.

Several human studies confirm that volume and thickness changes can be specific to those brain regions that are functionally relevant for the task at hand. Ilg et al. (2008) studied the effects of mirror reading training and also localized activity related to mirror reading with functional MR imaging. There were changes in grey matter morphology, as observed with VBM, in close proximity to the peak reading–related activation. Mårtensson et al. (2012) observed primarily left-lateralized changes in cortical thickness of the inferior frontal gyrus, mid-posterior superior temporal gyrus, and dorsal middle frontal gyrus after intensive acquisition of a foreign language (see Fig. 1D). These brain regions have been linked to language processing in numerous studies (Demontet et al., 2005; Price, 2010). Other demonstrations of regional specificity come from studies of motor skill, in which hemisphere-specific effects were predicted and observed (Granert et al., 2011; Landi et al., 2011; Langer et al., 2012). Granert and colleagues reported that immobilization of the right hand of patients with writer’s cramp resulted in grey matter probability decreases in the contralateral left primary motor cortex (near the typical area representing the hand). Subsequent alleviation of constraint and addition of sensorimotor training caused returns to the original grey matter probability. Grey matter probability in right primary motor cortex tended to show the opposite pattern of effects, with increases followed by decreases. Though control groups and direct statistical comparisons across brain regions were absent, the results of this study suggest that volume and thickness changes may be activity-specific.

There are no systematic studies that attempt to disentangle the contribution of activity and learning success to changes in cortical thickness and volume. However, a few studies have examined the association between time spent on training and structural changes. Bezzola et al. (2011) reported that between-person differences in training intensity (i.e., the time period needed to complete 40 training session) was related to increases in grey matter, as observed with VBM, in the parieto-occipital junction of adults learning to play golf. However, studies directly investigating the association between amount of training and changes in grey matter structure have failed to observe significant effects (Boyke et al., 2008; Driemeyer et al., 2008; Hölzle et al., 2011). The association between training–related benefits and changes in grey matter morphology is also weak or non-existent (Boyke et al., 2008; Draganski et al., 2006; Driemeyer et al., 2008; Hözel et al., 2011; Lövden et al., 2012; Schmidt-Wilcke et al., 2010; Wenger et al., 2012). Issues such as statistical power, limited between-person differences in change, and low reliability of change scores come to front when interpreting these null findings, but it is clear that the bulk of studies fail to link learning to changes in human macro-scale brain morphology. A few exceptions exist, however. For example, Engvig et al. (2010) reported an association ($r = .37$) between memory improvements and thickening of right fusiform cortex following training in a mnemonic technique. Landi et al. (2011) found that training on a visuomotor task resulted in increments in grey matter of the primary motor cortex that were related ($r = .77$) to faster visuomotor adaption (i.e., higher performance) one year later. Finally, in the study of military interpreters, Mårtensson et al. (2012) demonstrated a relationship of acquired language proficiency to changes in hippocampal volume and thickness of superior temporal gyrus, indicating that individuals with larger structural increases learned faster (see Fig. 4A–C). Interestingly, interpreters who were rated by their teachers to struggle relatively more to acquire the learning goals tended to show smaller increases in these regions (Fig. 4A). This pattern of findings suggests that plastic changes in these regions are related to learning success, independently of training effort. However, it cannot be excluded that individuals learning less and showing smaller structural changes activated the hippocampus and the superior temporal gyrus less during language acquisition. On this view, individual differences in functional activation may partly account for individual differences in the talent for acquiring a language. The suggestion that individual differences in functional aspects matter is supported by the finding that interpreters struggling more to master the language displayed larger grey matter increases in dorsal middle frontal gyrus. This region overlaps with premotor language areas implicated in planning and top-down control of articular processes (Callan et al., 2004; Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Meister et al., 2007). For those struggling relatively more to master a new language, the demands on such top-down support may have been elevated, leading to increased cortical thickness.

We conclude that macro-scale morphological changes are probably regionally specific in a way that relates to the cognitive processes that have been activated during training (Lerch et al., 2011; Mårtensson et al., 2012). However, based on available data, it cannot be clearly established whether learning is a necessary component for volume and thickness changes to occur, or whether changes in the amount of activity in a brain region are sufficient. Future studies on this issue need to collect functional imaging data to concurrently investigate individual differences in functional activity together with structural changes. Because individual differences in learning success, time on training, and functional activations are likely to be highly related in several situations, it is necessary to specify statistical models representing competing
3. Structural brain plasticity in adult development

What role does plasticity of the brain play in adult development and aging? Epidemiological work indicates that a lifestyle rich in mental and physical challenges is associated with maintained cognitive functioning in old age (Fratiglioni et al., 2004; Hertzog et al., 2009; Lövdén et al., 2005). For example, higher complexity of main lifetime occupation is associated with higher cognitive performance in old age, but these effects are reduced after retirement, supporting the “use-it-or-lose-it” adage (Finkel et al., 2009). It is tempting to suggest that such findings stem from direct effects of experience that maintain brain integrity in aging (Lövdén et al., 2010; Nyberg et al., 2012). Yet, indirect effects may also play a role. For example, an engaged lifestyle may reduce the likelihood for negative effects (e.g., depression, stress, vascular conditions) on brain and cognition (Lövdén et al., 2010). Directly investigating the effects of experience on brain structure in experimental paradigms, and thus better understand the mechanisms behind the effects of lifestyle on adult development and aging, is one way to approach these confounds. For example, if plasticity plays a role for individual differences in aging, then the brains of older adults should continue to show structural plasticity in response to learning and experience. However, given decreases of grey matter volume and cortical thickness in aging (Fjell et al., 2009; Raz et al., 2005), older adults may display reduced experience-dependent brain changes. Also, when studying aging, maintaining brain volume following an experimental intervention along with declining volume in control groups may also qualify as instances of plasticity (e.g., Lövdén et al., 2012). That is, intervention-induced plastic changes may compensate for the degenerative changes causing reduction in brain volume. However, we note that such an empirical pattern may also arise from intervention-induced increases of maintenance factors (e.g., repair processes) that prevent loss in the first place, which may be viewed as qualitatively different effect from that produced by plasticity. Nevertheless, intervention-induced effects on structure in old age must be studied against the background of age-related changes in brain volume and when comparing the magnitude of effects in different age groups, the net effect (change in experimental group – controls) is the key dependent variable. With this consideration in mind, we review the evidence on adult age differences in macro-scale structural brain plasticity.
3.1. Adult age differences in experience-dependent volume and thickness changes

Animal models suggest that increasing age is associated with reductions in the capacity for adaptive changes. For example, Wagner et al. (2000) found that the aged rat brain responded more slowly and to a lesser extent to chemically induced seizures compared to the young rat brain. A decreased coordination of genes involved in brain plasticity with increasing age may be one contributing factor to the reduced potential for experience-induced change (Kirkwood, 2005). As noted, dendritic spines could play an important role in structural plasticity in the adult brain (Fu and Zuo, 2011; Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Kasai et al., 2003). Dumitriu et al. (2010) found that changes, especially in thin spine morphology, are related to the ability to perform a delayed non-matching-to-sample task. They concluded that age-related impairments in learning partly reflect changes in thin spine plasticity. Bloss et al. (2011) reported an interesting experiment using the negative impact of stress on dendritic spines to demonstrate plastic changes in different age groups. In young rats, stress resulted in dendritic spine loss and altered patterns of spine morphology. In contrast, spines from middle-aged and aged animals were remarkably stable and did not show evidence of remodeling as a function of stress. These data provide evidence that experience-dependent spine plasticity is altered by aging and, together with other work, support a model in which dendritic spines become progressively less plastic and more stable in aging (Bloss et al., 2011; Gruzelier et al., 2002; Holtmaat et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2009).

Nevertheless, it has been repeatedly shown that reorganization in various areas in adult brains can occur. Neural systems are modifiable networks throughout the lifespan, and this property is not limited to the early phases of development or young adulthood but can also extend into late life. In the following, we will summarize evidence from both animal and human research, demonstrating changes in brain structure in old age.

The animal literature shows cognitive benefits and neural reorganization from exercise in older rodents, for example effects of long-term voluntary exercise in running wheels (Nithianantharajah and Hannan, 2009; van Praag et al., 2000) and treadmill training (Aguiar et al., 2011; Gomez-Pinilla et al., 1998). In addition to exercise, environmental enrichment has induced changes in dendritic structure among middle-aged rats (Green et al., 1983) and in spiny branchlets of cerebellar Purkinje neurons in aged rats (Greenough et al., 1986). Enriched housing can even return the cells of old animals to the level of young animals living in impoverished cages (Kolb et al., 1998). An interesting question concerns whether a longer period of housing could stimulate a degree of growth similar to that seen in the younger enriched animals, or whether this growth is always less pronounced in aged compared to young animals. Also the age at which animals are placed in enriched environments has qualitatively different effects on dendritic structure. Remarkably, Kolb et al. (1998) found similar results in both younger and senescent animals, namely increases in dendritic length and spine density following enriched housing. Juvenile animals, however, exhibited an increase in dendritic branching, but a consistent decrease in spine density. The animals thus showed a change in distribution of synapses on pyramidal neurons that differed markedly from that of older animals. These examples underscore that enriched experience can have multifaceted effects on brain structure, and may result in different functional consequences at different ages. Kempermann et al. (1998, 2002) extended research on age differences in plasticity from changes in dendritic spines to neurogenesis. This research demonstrates that, although neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus generally decreases with increasing age, stimulating adult and aged mice by switching to an enriched environment results in increased survival of new neurons, accompanied by improvement in behavioral performance.

A handful of studies report plastic changes in the aged human brain. Colcombe et al. (2006) randomly assigned older adults (60–79 years) to a cardiovascular training program or a stretching and toning program for six months. Older adults in the cardiovascular training group exhibited increases in anterior white matter volume and for gray-matter volume (assessed with VBM) in inferior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate, and superior temporal gyrus. In another study, elderly persons who were trained to learn three-ball cascade juggling showed grey matter changes (using VBM) in brain regions related to skill acquisition in the middle temporal area of visual cortex, in left hippocampus and in nucleus accumbens bilaterally (Boyke et al., 2008). Behavioral gains in the old subjects were smaller than in a 20-year old group in a previous study trained on the same paradigm (Draganski et al., 2004). The authors describe the training-related middle temporal changes in their older adults as “slightly smaller” than those seen in the previous study with younger adults, but do not state whether those age differences were significant. In addition, the older adults showed training-related changes in hippocampus and nucleus accumbens, two regions that had not shown alterations in young adults. However, as the two age groups were investigated in two different studies, the reported brain changes cannot be directly compared. Engvig et al. (2010) investigated 22 middle-aged and old human healthy adults between 42 and 76 years who underwent an 8-week training regimen in the Method of Loci aiming at improving verbal source memory. Compared to controls, trainees showed regional increase in cortical thickness in right insula, left lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and fusiform cortex. Thickness change in right fusiform and lateral orbitofrontal cortex correlated positively with the degree of improvement in memory performance. Unfortunately, the authors do not report whether the age of participants correlated with thickness change. Considering the wide age range present in their sample, this could have elucidated the potential influence of chronological age on plastic changes.

Also in humans, aerobic exercise training has been shown to increase the size of the hippocampus in participants with a mean age of 67 years, whereas hippocampal volume declined in a stretching control group (see Fig. 1; Erickson et al., 2011). Further, after 40 h of golf practice, performed as a leisure activity, gray matter increases as measured with VBM were found in task-relevant cortical regions including sensorimotor regions and areas in the dorsal stream in a group of 40–60-year olds (Bezold et al., 2011).

We have reported that prolonged spatial navigation training can protect hippocampal integrity against age-related decline in both younger and older adults who navigated in a virtual environment while walking on a treadmill for 50 min every other day over a period of four months (Lovdén et al., 2012). Interestingly, training-related cortical thickening in precuneus and paracentral lobule were observed in young (20–30 years), but not in old (60–70 years), navigators (Wenger et al., 2012). Thus, spatial navigation training appears to affect the hippocampus irrespective of age, whereas the potential for experience-dependent cortical alterations seems to decline with advancing adult age. Again, this underscores the necessity to differentiate between neuroplasticity in different brain regions, as different mechanisms might be at work depending on area.

In sum, evidence from animal and human research suggests that changes in structural plasticity during adulthood and old age are gradual, rather than abrupt. It is impossible to unequivocally state whether experience-dependent brain changes are reduced in late relative to early adulthood. Age-comparative studies that investigate both younger and older adults in the same training paradigm in the same study are scarce. Instead, most studies show structural
plasticity either in young or old adults. Thus, the extent to which the aged brain harbors the potential to exhibit plastic changes relative to a young adult brain is difficult to gauge. More studies incorporating a wide age range of participants or at least two or three adult age groups plus appropriate control groups are warranted to further explore the premises that need to be fulfilled in different brain regions (e.g., hippocampus vs. neocortical regions) within aging brains to provide the continued potential for plastic change.

4. Plasticity in the adult brain: Research recommendations and open issues

Measurements of adult brain structure have revealed several examples of experience-dependent plasticity. Studying experience-dependent changes with MR images provides an attractive window into understanding learning and adult development in humans. Though this field is plagued with several methodological limitations, there is now ample support from both animal and human studies that experience-dependent volume and cortical thickness changes can be detected with MR imaging. Now, the time has come to focus on studying the mechanisms underlying the function, sequential progression, and microstructural nature, of experience-dependent changes in regional brain volumes. In conducting this research, the following considerations are worth considering.

First, to delineate the progression of structural plasticity and explore its functional significance for changes in behavior, we need studies with relatively large samples (e.g., at least 30 individuals per group). These studies should feature a multi-modal imaging protocol to capture the dynamic and multidimensional nature of plastic changes in various aspects of brain tissue, including neurons, glia, and capillaries. In particular, we recommend the joint use structural MRI, diffusion imaging, MR Spectroscopy (MRS), and measures of blood flow and volume (e.g., arterial spin labeling) because these modalities provide complementary evidence that lead to a clearer picture of the mechanisms involved. For example, in the Løvdén et al. (2012) study, documenting simultaneous effects on volume and diffusivity strengthened the claim that the maintenance of hippocampal volumes in the training group may be associated with effects on cell membranes. Løvdén et al. (2011) used MRS to further augment this point, suggesting that the cells targeted by DTI may, in fact, include neurons. It is still a technical challenge to combine different imaging modalities (e.g., due to different voxel sizes and co-registration issues), but solving these challenges may be worthwhile considering the benefits in explanatory power.

Second, the broadening of imaging modalities needs to be accompanied by an increase in temporal resolution. The Nyquist theorem states that periodic processes need to be assessed at least at twice their frequency to be detectable under ideal conditions. Given that the rate and shape of most of the mechanisms contributing to plasticity are not sufficiently understood, strong statements about the appropriate spacing of measurement occasions are difficult to make at this point. However, it seems safe to assume that the pretest–posttest design typically used in human intervention research provides an impoverished picture of plastic changes in the human brain, such that many transient aspects of structural change may simply not be noticed in the first place. Studies with frequent assessments of structural brain properties before, during, and after the intervention are needed to provide a sound empirical basis for exploring mechanisms and testing theories of plasticity. Such work would also generate data in behaving humans that relate to the expansion–partial renormalization hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, an essential feature of structural plasticity is a temporary increase in the pool of neural pathways from which the most efficient circuits are selected in a later step. Processes related to the expansion part of this process may not be observable unless imaging data are obtained during early skill acquisition and compared to those from later phases.

Third, little is known about how mechanisms promoting structural maintenance in adulthood and old age relate to mechanisms promoting plasticity in the sense of growth (Lindenberger et al., 2012; Nyberg et al., 2012). Helping an organism to prevent decline may primarily consist in strengthening mechanisms that conserve its current homeostasis. In contrast, eliciting structural plasticity may require a more fundamental departure from homeostasis such that a new equilibrium state is reached, and then again maintained. Importing knowledge about critical periods in early ontogeny may prove to be useful in understanding and overcoming the inertia of the adult brain (Bavelier et al., 2010; Hensch, 2004; Morishita et al., 2010). In fact, it may turn out that much of the current efforts to elicit structural plasticity in the adult brain are similar to the attempt of speeding up your car with the brakes on. According to Bavelier et al. (2010), eliciting structural plasticity (in the sense of growth) in the adult mammalian brain may require selective resetting of the excitatory-inhibitory circuit balance to levels that resemble the balance that is present during critical periods in early ontogeny. Future research on humans inspired by this conceptual framework should seek to bridge the gap to animal models delineating the neurochemical preconditions for boosting plasticity in adulthood. New functional imaging methods that provide direct estimates of inhibitory and excitatory neural activity and related transmitter systems (Moran et al., 2011) may prove helpful in this regard.

To conclude, we hope that the present review has pointed out useful future directions and generated valuable theoretical propositions. Progress in the repertoire of non-invasive MR imaging techniques, in human brain data modeling, and in connecting human brain imaging to animal models nurture our confidence that these propositions can be turned into testable predictions.
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